
Today we will:

• Look at some structural features that can make your storytelling great



Narrative hook
This is a sentence or paragraph that “hooks” the reader and makes them want to find out more about your 

narrative. Ideally, it should be the very first line or paragraph that you write! 

It could mean starting with some dramatic action, event or dialogue, or perhaps it simply leaves the reader with 
questions.

For example: 
Mr and Mrs Dursley, of number four, Privet Drive, were proud to say that they were perfectly normal, 
thank you very much. They were the last people you’d expect to be involved in anything strange or 
mysterious, because they just didn’t hold with such nonsense. (Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, J. 
K. Rowling)
In a hole in the ground there lived a Hobbit (The Hobbit, J. R. R. Tolkien)



Flashbacks and flashforwards

When the narrative moves to the past or the future, out of  chronological 
order.

For example:
As she picked up the key and felt the weight of it in her palm, she 
remembered how it had been all those years ago… 

* Six months later *



Foreshadowing

A hint, warning or other indication of  a future event.
For example:
Whenever young Arthur saw the sword in the stone, he felt a 
strange tingling sensation in his fingers.

‘This ship is unsinkable!’ Cried Mr. Ismay, looking up at the 
Titanic as she sat in the docks.



Dialogue

Dialogue can be tricky! It is important to write the way that characters would really speak.

For example:

“I got the engine fixed like you asked, so you can get off  my back about it now.’

Not like this:

“As you know, I am an engineer, and you commissioned me last month to fix your engine. I 
took a long time about it, making you irritated, but I have fixed it now.”

Try not to overload your story with dialogue – we don’t need to know every single thing 
your character ever says, just the bits that tell us something new about them or the story.



Cliff  hanger
If  you are writing the first chapter of  a longer story or even the end of  the first instalment of  a series, a 

cliffhanger ending might be for you.
A cliffhanger is when the story ends with a catastrophic event that leaves the reader unsure how or even if  the 

protagonist will get out of  it. 
This will leave your reader in suspense for the next chapter or instalment! In One Thousand and One Nights, 

Scherherzade, a condemned Queen and storyteller, postpones her execution by telling her husband a story 
ending with a cliffhanger each night. Her husband the King was so hooked he had to keep her alive to find out 

what happened!
For example:
• One minute to go and he’d be eleven. Thirty seconds…twenty…ten…nine – may be he’d wake Dudley 

up, just to annoy him – three…two…one…

• BOOM!

• The whole shack shivered and Harry sat bolt upright, staring at the door. Someone was outside, 
knocking to come in.”

• Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J. K. Rowling, end of  Chapter 3



Twist
Twists can occur at any point in a story, but for short stories they make a particularly great ending.

A twist is when the reader’s expectations or assumptions about the story are subverted (flipped upside 
down).

For example:
At the end of  the Empire Strikes Back, Luke Skywalker finds out that Darth Vader is, in fact, his father.
At the end of  Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, Harry is surprised to be told that his most hated 
professor at Hogwarts has been helping him survive some tricky situations throughout the entire 
school year.



Circular narrative
A circular narrative ends with an image, event or phrase that it started with.

For example:

If  you began your short story with “It always rains on my birthday”, you could repeat the phrase at 
the end after the action of  the story has been resolved.

In The Wizard of  Oz, Dorothy wakes back where she started after using the ruby slippers to transport 
her home.



Warning – clichés!

Clichés are plot or language features that are so 
overused they have become meaningless and will 

bore your reader.
• Example of  a clichéd simile: I’ll be watching you like a hawk
• Example of  a clichéd endling: …and then he woke up and it had all 

been a dream!
• Example of  clichéd dialogue: “It’s not you, Jack, it’s me…” // “But 

Christie! I’ll love you ‘till the day I die!”



Your turn…

Have a go at your own narrative!

Write a short story with the title: “The locked door”

Remember: 
• Decide on a setting and tone, and use all of  the senses to transport the 

reader there
• Choose one or two well-rounded characters
• Plan a problem, an event, a climax and a resolution
• Decide how you will structure your narrative.


